FIT SAM
Position Description

Purpose
FIT SAMs provide mentoring to students making the transition from high school to college. FIT SAMs are positive role models, peer mentors and small group facilitators who live and participate in the designated residence hall for the FIT experience. Students will utilize FIT SAMs for different things throughout the year. FIT SAMs live within CASNR Village and work with the students daily. They provide advice, floor planning, and help to students who may be struggling with different aspects of college, but also provide a helping hand and encouragement for the student as well. The FIT SAMs play a key role in informing the director of any situations happening in the village, as well as the community mentors (CMs).

Programming Responsibilities

Attendance
- Weekly FIT SAM Meetings
- Bi-weekly Large Group Meetings
- Bi-weekly Small Group Meetings
- Floor Dinners
- Faculty Associate Dinners/Programming
- Community Mentor Floor Meetings

Office Hours
- FIT SAMs live in the village and are available for students until 9 p.m. on weekdays. After the 9 p.m. deadline, students will utilize the on-call community mentor.
- FIT SAMs may also be utilized on weekends when available.

Required Events
- Student Organization Activities (Homecoming, CASNR Week, etc.)
- FIT SAM Training
- SSL Training
- Move-in Day
- Welcome Week Activities
- Large Group Meetings
- Small Group Meetings
- SSL Events
- Any additional events appointed by the director